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 The First Law of Geography states, “The First Law of Geography states, “Everything is related to Everything is related to 
everything else, but near things are more related to each everything else, but near things are more related to each 
otherother.” –Waldo Tobler..” –Waldo Tobler.

 For this project, I am going to show a method to determine For this project, I am going to show a method to determine 
spatial correlation. To do this I will use Moran’s Index to find the spatial correlation. To do this I will use Moran’s Index to find the 
index values between Salt Lake and eight other cities in Utah. index values between Salt Lake and eight other cities in Utah. 

 Then, I am going to graph the index values versus distance from Then, I am going to graph the index values versus distance from 
Salt Lake City to determine if the first law of geography holds Salt Lake City to determine if the first law of geography holds 
true.true.

ObjectivesObjectives



 Spatial autocorrelation is a statistical method to determine how Spatial autocorrelation is a statistical method to determine how 
related locations are to each other.related locations are to each other.

 Moran’s Index is an equation to determine the spatial Moran’s Index is an equation to determine the spatial 
autocorrelation between two locations. It is different than the autocorrelation between two locations. It is different than the 
covariance because it takes into account the space, or distance covariance because it takes into account the space, or distance 
between two subjects.between two subjects.

 Here is Moran’s Index, developed by Australian statistician Here is Moran’s Index, developed by Australian statistician 
Patrick Moran in the early 1950’s.Patrick Moran in the early 1950’s.

 The Moran’s Index values range from -1 to 1. The value 1 The Moran’s Index values range from -1 to 1. The value 1 
indicates perfect correlation, or location j is of interest to indicates perfect correlation, or location j is of interest to 
location i. Zero indicates random correlation, and -1 indicates location i. Zero indicates random correlation, and -1 indicates 
perfect dispersion. Both zero and -1 imply location J not of perfect dispersion. Both zero and -1 imply location J not of 
interest to Location i. interest to Location i. 



 11stst each city is going to have an (x,y) pair. The x will be the  each city is going to have an (x,y) pair. The x will be the 
location, and y will be the variables we are testing. location, and y will be the variables we are testing. 

 The x will be a 3x1 matrix consisting of longitude, latitude, and The x will be a 3x1 matrix consisting of longitude, latitude, and 
altitude.altitude.

 The y will also be 3x1 matrix consisting of temperature, annual The y will also be 3x1 matrix consisting of temperature, annual 
snowfall, and base depth. All of the y variables in this example snowfall, and base depth. All of the y variables in this example 
are of significant interest to skiers and snowboarders.are of significant interest to skiers and snowboarders.

 Here is what each locations coordinate pair will look like,Here is what each locations coordinate pair will look like,

MethodMethod



Cities and Geographic Cities and Geographic 
LocationLocation

Above is the x, y, and z coordinates for 
each city. It will be used to calculate 
distance.



 Moran’s Index;Moran’s Index;

 i and j subscripts indicate the two separate cities, i and j. Y bar i and j subscripts indicate the two separate cities, i and j. Y bar 
is the average temperature, annual snowfall, and base depth of is the average temperature, annual snowfall, and base depth of 
the two cities. Here it is with an example.the two cities. Here it is with an example.

 WWij ij is the weighted matrix. It is the matrix with every locations is the weighted matrix. It is the matrix with every locations 
distance from all of the other locations. In this example wdistance from all of the other locations. In this example w ijij is  is 
9x9 because of the 9 cities. 9x9 because of the 9 cities. 



Here is how to calculate two cities distance and Here is how to calculate two cities distance and 
construct the Wconstruct the Wijij matrix, for that purple circle,  matrix, for that purple circle, 
WW(2,8)(2,8)



 With the WWith the Wijij matrix we have everything we need to calculate the  matrix we have everything we need to calculate the 
correlation value in Moran’s Index.correlation value in Moran’s Index.

 Now compute each index value with Salt Lake as city i and the Now compute each index value with Salt Lake as city i and the 
remaining seven cities eight cities as location j.remaining seven cities eight cities as location j.

 Then, we have each cities distance from Salt Lake, and its Then, we have each cities distance from Salt Lake, and its 
associated Index value. I am going graph each pair, with associated Index value. I am going graph each pair, with 
distance from SLC as the x value, and its index value as the y.distance from SLC as the x value, and its index value as the y.



Here is how the graphs might lookHere is how the graphs might look



 To test whether the first law of geography holds, I am going to To test whether the first law of geography holds, I am going to 
do a least squares approximation to determine the relationship do a least squares approximation to determine the relationship 
between distance and index value. I am assuming it is linear for between distance and index value. I am assuming it is linear for 
the sake of simplifying the least squares but it might not be the sake of simplifying the least squares but it might not be 
linear.linear.

 Each city will use its coordinate pair used to graph it in the last Each city will use its coordinate pair used to graph it in the last 
slide, and then here is the rest.slide, and then here is the rest.



 If cities closer to Salt Lake have a score close to 1, and more If cities closer to Salt Lake have a score close to 1, and more 
distant cities have lower index values, then the first law of distant cities have lower index values, then the first law of 
geography holds when testing temperature, annual snowfall, geography holds when testing temperature, annual snowfall, 
and base depth. The closer the locations, the more related.and base depth. The closer the locations, the more related.

 For skiers and riders in this example, if you know your location For skiers and riders in this example, if you know your location 
you can find your distance to Salt Lake, and determine an you can find your distance to Salt Lake, and determine an 
estimate for the index score. But for skiers and riders you would estimate for the index score. But for skiers and riders you would 
want your index score based on the relationship to Alta, not Salt want your index score based on the relationship to Alta, not Salt 
Lake.Lake.



 Using matrices is useful with Moran’s index because it is an Using matrices is useful with Moran’s index because it is an 
accurate way to find distance between locations, and most accurate way to find distance between locations, and most 
importantly you can test multiple variables at the same time. importantly you can test multiple variables at the same time. 
You can test all the factors that go into good snow conditions, You can test all the factors that go into good snow conditions, 
instead of just how much snow.instead of just how much snow.

 Other examples where matrices would be useful include, Other examples where matrices would be useful include, 

 Farmers interested in not just soil ph, but also acidity in the Farmers interested in not just soil ph, but also acidity in the 
water, and soil depth.water, and soil depth.

 Economist wanting to find correlation between cities with the Economist wanting to find correlation between cities with the 
variables being income, years of education, and miles of roads.variables being income, years of education, and miles of roads.

 The government interested in the correlation of two cities The government interested in the correlation of two cities 
%Caucasians, %pacific islanders, %Latinos, etc. to study %Caucasians, %pacific islanders, %Latinos, etc. to study 
demographics.demographics.

 Matrix operations are great for handling all of the different Matrix operations are great for handling all of the different 
information that any group needs to include to make results information that any group needs to include to make results 
more accurate and based on multiple variables.more accurate and based on multiple variables.



 Note, it is not usually necessary to graph distance versus index Note, it is not usually necessary to graph distance versus index 
value. I simply did it in this project because I was interested in value. I simply did it in this project because I was interested in 
testing the first Law of Geography, and it led to including more testing the first Law of Geography, and it led to including more 
linear algebra in the project.linear algebra in the project.

 But, I believe this process is a great way to test the first law. But, I believe this process is a great way to test the first law. 
The first law hardly seems scientific at all, it is very wishy washy The first law hardly seems scientific at all, it is very wishy washy 
compared to the laws of planetary motion or something similar. compared to the laws of planetary motion or something similar. 
So this process adds a little bit of concreteness to the law, one So this process adds a little bit of concreteness to the law, one 
can calculate can calculate howhow related different locations are, as opposed to  related different locations are, as opposed to 
just saying the closer the more related. You could even find a just saying the closer the more related. You could even find a 
distance threshold, where past a value c, there is no longer a distance threshold, where past a value c, there is no longer a 
correlation.correlation.

 Thank You very much for reading! Thank You very much for reading! 

The FinaleThe Finale
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